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Abstract 
The hospitality Industry throws many opportunities to young entrepreneurs who have completed their 

Hotel Management and are looking out to start their own ventures successfully. Rajasthan based Chef 

Connect is a Private Chef Service connecting clients to 5-star Chefs for exquisite dining experience at 

their homes. A new and innovative model delivering customer delight and service to their customers. 

Chef Connect eases the options of eating in, with a private chef and delivering remarkable service – 

through customisation and personalisation as per the theme of the event.  

Although we are living in a modern era but poor home dining experiences , lack of quality in quick 

ready to eat home meals, unavailability of healthier alternatives to eating out are the core problems 

that have been surrounded us now, for a long period of time. Chef Connect aims at providing modern 

solutions to all these problems. 
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Introduction 

Theme 
In 1998 email marketing became famous and the internet mail service from Microsoft was 

announced. Consequently, Hotmail was also launched so marketers and advertisers since 

many advertisers managed to control spamming the potential buyers. This was not an ideal 

situation.  

As a measure, the Data protection act was amended in 1998. There was a provision which 

specifies that marketing emails must include an opt-out feature, other regulations will follow 

like the can- spam act of 2003 which instituted the first professional email regulations and 

the sender policy framework 2004 which defined an email authentication plan to help 

eliminate email spam by inspecting a sender’s IP address. Even though the new regulations 

mandated advertisers to hop through barriers which helped a lot. Consumers were secured by 

the rules, which often supported email marketing and due to this the amount of interaction 

between the customers and businesses transformed. This is the time when the number of 

marketing emails sent began to surge and turning the email world into a virtual battlefield 

amongst senders and recipients. The case analyses the customer’s insight on their knowledge 

of electronic correspondence and electronic message retailing, and to compare the trumps 

and snags of this mode of retailing. 

Marketers didn’t have any details or awareness about the email marketing strategies until 

2004. They could only assume if the initiative was successful based on the conversions or not 

which started changing in 2004. AOL, Hotmail, and Yahoo started sending recipient 

suggestions or responses to email service providers. The most useful measure turned out to 

be spam concerns. Marketers should take a closer look at the complaints and make 

modifications accordingly. 

The platform had over 100,000 business pages by late 2007, enabling firms to reach out to 

prospective clients. Consumers can now connect with a brand through a variety of platforms, 

including the internet, in- store, Twitter, Facebook, and email. Potential customers began 

demanding more as result of internet boom which also included both social media and  
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mobile. The benefits of data analysis and management 

becomes vital suddenly. 

 

Background of the Study 

Email now took a turn from a push to pull approach. 

During this time, it was increasingly becoming obvious that 

sending emails and thinking it would penetrate the mailbox. 

Marketers and advertisers required to be more strategic and 

selective about what they send if they needed their emails 

to be opened and read by their potential clients. The 

solution was to use prompted email to make emails both 

timely and important by responding to online user 

behaviour. In 2001, the first behavioural email was 

received. Triggered emails were stated to be used by 48 

percent of online marketers in 2010. In 2009, responsive 

emails were introduced to the industry, and they 

revolutionised email marketing. Marketers will also build 

and distribute communications through various devices for 

the first time. People could read emails on their 

smartphones, laptops, or computers with responsive emails. 

Aside from the reforms imposed on email marketers by 

industry rules and regulations, the shift in social culture 

played a role. The first cell phone was launched in 1992, 

allowing smartphone users to access email, and Apple 

released the first iPhone in 2007. In 2011, Apple revealed 

that it had sold over 100 million iPhones, and the same 

year, it was reported that 75% of British iPhone owners 

used email, making it the most common internet operation 

on the handset. About 40% of marketing emails were 

opened on a mobile device in 2012, according to reports. 

With too much focus on customers reading emails on their 

phones, advertisers were compelled to consider how their 

emails looked on mobile devices. The value of data (and a 

segmented approach) has fundamentally altered how most 

advertisers perceive the email channel in the last decade. 

 

Types of E- mails 

Electronic Message Marketing Classification: 

In general, emails used in marketing are mainly divided 

into three categories: The Promotional Emails, the 

Relational Emails, and the Transactional Emails. Each 

group contains several specific sub-types of marketing 

emails with different functions. They are required to be 

chosen to successfully reach the customers. Using the right 

target numerous types of email throughout the whole 

marketing plan instead of repeating the same content 

weekly raises the customer’s interest in opening messages 

regularly. It also sticks to their memory longer and creates 

a more positive impression towards the organizations. 

 

Publicised/Promotional mails 
Publicised mail strategy is basically a way for the 

enterprise’s self-advertisement that completes the aim of 

translating potential clients to dedicated ones by providing 

an offer to the list of digitalised mails. This category is 

further classified into the below mentioned: 

 

 
 
 

Fig 1: Classification of Promotional / Publicised E – Mails. 

 

Interpersonal mails: These types of newsletters target the 

goal of reinforcing relations of both the company and the 

clientele by providing incentives to the consumer rather 

than the content they offer. The ratio of share that they have 

in readiness opportunities is 50:33 with respect to who send 

interpersonal newsletter with those that don’t as per Digital 

Marketer, 2018. This category of mails assists the 

organization by levelling up their label recognition and 

cheer up their clients by making the label more 

communicatively relatable, which ensures in label 

faithfulness and great Return on Investments (ROIs). 

The before mentioned targets can be achieved through the 

follow 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Classification of Interpersonal/ Rational E – Mails. 

 

Publicised Mail 

Purchases/ Coupons and 

Goodies 
Limited Edited Proposition Label Launch 
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Marketing Deal/Transactional mails 
The publicity platform typically provides models and 

references to which digitalised newsletter or action-

confirming messages are sent to the computerized system. 

As per the saying of the Digital marketer promoters must 

take advantage of this distinctive ability and should contain 

more essential data that will lead to communicative 

enhancement with the clientele-base plus a creation of label 

recognition will take place. 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Classification of Marketing deals / Transactional E – Mails. 

 

The trump card for digitalised messages: 

Economical: With almost nil expenses on ads, publishing 

and live broadcasting spaces, online correspondence is 

more cost-effective when compared to other modes of 

retailing. 

Consent-supported: Those audience will be in the receiving 

end who have voluntarily opted for updates and 

notifications regarding a particular business. 

Expandable: Online correspondence could be used to hit 

the wide markets as well as the smaller ones which are 

more specific to the list. 

A conventional mode: The comparison of performance 

between various organisations could be done with the help 

of benchmarking. Several online correspondence related 

retailing surveys are available online which might help a 

company in assessing themselves and prioritising areas of 

change. 

Less obtrusive in nature: Unlike telephone ads, recipients 

can read the message anytime it is convenient for them. 

Customers may either change their settings whether they 

wish to read different messages from you, or they may 

unsubscribe if they no longer choose to accept your email 

correspondence. 

Conservational appropriate: Since no paper is used, online 

correspondence is better for the environment than direct 

marketing through postal mail. 

Workable graphics: As per the requirement of the 

organisation, they could dispatch plain messages, graphics, 

and/or insert documents, whatever is suitable. A variety of 

graphics supports the company’s expressive identity. 

Transformation and increment in retail: With the 

introduction of a new campaign, users will automatically 

press on links and support the call of action. Digitalised 

message retailing is seen successful at all stages of the 

purchasing hierarchy. As an example, a marketer persuades 

a client to purchase an item with which they nurture a 

relation with the client after the retail process is over to 

ensure inspiring the client for future purchasing. 

Measurable: Web Analytics tools could be used to access 

the effectiveness of the project. 

This gives a room for improvement in the future 

promotions by aid of advantages like quickly compare 

multiple prints, topic points, and/or styles to see which ones 

work well together. 

 

The snags of digitalised messages: 

Spam: Consumers are annoyed by commercial email, also 

known as 'spam.' If an organisation’s messages aren't being 

sent to the right people, the recipient can delete or 

unsubscribe. You must ensure that online correspondence 

related retailing is in accordance with privacy and data 

security regulations, and that it is appropriately aimed at 

individuals 

Exhausting your clientele list: People can unsubscribe 

daily, so the organization must keep a track of the number 

of customers keeping track of the number of unsubscribes 

and asking them to have a justification until cancelling their 

subscription. This will provide the company with useful 

input that will assist them in optimising their emails and 

lowering the unsubscribe limit. 

Graphic issues: Digitalised messages must be configured so 

that it looks the same on all computers and email providers. 

There might be a trade-off between architecture and 

performance. Some people choose to accept text-only 

emails; if this is the case, imagine how the message would 

appear. 

Misdelivered messages: Emails that are incorrectly crafted 

cannot be dispatched due to presence of specific spam 

keywords or characters in the subject heading or email text, 

such as £££s, FREE, click here, which are likely to be 

filtered out by email applications and internet service 

providers. If the firm does not update their marketing lists, 

then they might discover that inaccurate email addresses 

leading to the conclusion that the messages may not hit the 

intended recipient. 

Assets and Expertise: To run a good electronic-message 

promotion, the firm must have the right script, template, 

and marketing list and giving outsourcing a try will make 

things easier for the business if any of these components 

are missing in-house due to time or expertise. 

Expansive issue: Files must be compact enough to be 

downloaded easily. Digitalised messages with many photos 

can take too long to load, frustrating the recipients and 

result in losing their attention. 

Regulatory Offensive: Be mindful that, because of 

spammers, there are very stringent rules in effect all over 

the world, and it is very easy to violate them. 

The tedious effort for consumer participation: The irritation 

after exchanging various e- mails from an organisation or 

brand is known to all and this is usually occurring because 
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the material is no longer available to the company. To 

avoid this happening to the business servers, send emails at 

the right time (not too frequently) and with important and 

interesting information. The higher the database 

segmentation, the better is the ability to target specific 

messages to consumers. 
 

Conclusion 

E-Mail marketing is through various medias like social 

media or Websites. When a particular consumer buys 

anything from the website, make it a point to subscribe 

them through E-Mail. Once done so the firm can use 

various tactics to engage their consumers making them use 

E-mails for purchases by the means of offers and discounts. 

Departments working on the E-Mail generation and 

distribution should pay more attention on their amount of 

content and content style and should take some inspiration 

from their competitor – The social media, on how to make 

a small amount of content presentable. 

Making the content of the E-Mail eye-pleasing and 

innovative to the consumer should be another goal. With 

better use of graphics, consumers tend to open the E-Mails 

and are more curious what the site must provide leading to 

higher click rates. 

Firms should regularly update their E-Mailing 

lists/Subscriber’s List to avoid any decrease in the 

subscribing department and to also avoid landing E-Mails 

to wrong mailboxes. 

Personalised Mails with offers and discounts on the 

consumers Special Day (either Birthday or Anniversary) 

will gain more audience to E-Mail Retailing. 

Catchy Headlines are a must, so as when the consumer 

receives a notification of the Mail, they read the headline 

and if its trendy and attractive then the consumer might 

want to consider opening the mail. 

E-Mail Retailing and Spamming Consequences to avoid 

any violation and license cancellation of the firm in that 

country, and equal importance to both category of 

consumers should be given. 
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